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distributed database systems are ones where data is replicated, and where queries are implemented at each replica. the cost of replicating data is considered separately from the cost of querying. replication is most often used to balance out an uneven distribution of load. a number of replicas can run on a single machine. in a distributed system where replicas
can be either read-only or read-write, the cost of having a system where the user has access to the entire system is considered separately from the cost of replicating data. the data warehouse is a concept that most large organizations have. data warehouses are collections of all the application-generated data that is relevant to a particular type of business
operation. a dw is usually an aggregation of multiple database systems. most dws have a number of compute platforms and their own data storage. wider and more complex organizations may even have a new type of machine called a data furnace, which aggregates and manages data from different sources. the data management pipeline is a conceptual

model of how information from source databases is migrated to various storage and querying facilities. the source databases are referred to as ‘source databases’, the target processing systems as ‘target systems’, and the copies of the data in the target systems as ‘target stores’. the pipeline includes the following stages: source database extraction,
migration, compilation, transposition, integration, and analysis. migrating, compiling, and transposing stage can be either batch or online. the source database extraction step is taken by an extractor, which extracts data from the source databases. the migration step involves migrating data from source to the target or migration systems. the compilation step

is a compilation from existing source data or from compiled data.
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